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PROGRAMM
Damian Gorandi 			

„Impactos de silencio“ (UA)

Emmanouil Ekmektsoglou 		

„Ripping...having...standing...oben!!“ (UA)

Đord̄e Markovič 			

„Subsurface“

Wingel Gilberto Pérez Mendoza

„Sueños de viento y agua“ (UA)

Andrius Arutiunian 		

„Atomic Butterfly“

Damian Gorandi, „Impactos de silencio“
This work aims to capture some moments of the infinite interior textures sound imagery
that were produced. The creative process they generated can be described as an „autopoesis“
(scientific concept of Humberto Maturana and Francisco Varela, which characterizes the
organization of living organisms). This self-creation is manifested in the possibilities offer by
the symbols of producing multiple meanings and thus of generating their own development.
Thus a simple symbolic representation evolves in a cluster of signs worked in detail. The creative
system I have followed presents five levels: Conception - development - intersections - reprises
- definition of each event. To this sound imagery, composed of unstable states where alternating
tenuous, veiled and mysterious characters with others dominated by the wild, the chaotic or the
obsessive, is added an underlying semantic element that is the very origin of the composition.
This is fundamental since the collision and interaction between the energies of these different
perceptual fields will reveal the lines of force that characterize the work. At the end of this the
semantic significance is revealed; it is a profound reflection on the spiritual of silence. „Silence
resonates across the night. Thirst bursts in the presence of the invisible. A thirst to name the
abyss. Eternity has been revealed“
Emmanouil Ekmektsoglou, „Ripping...having...standing...oben!!“
The form of Ripping…having…standing…oben!! follows a certain path that is traced from the
words of the title. Piercing sounds rip the silence, whereas bold sounds are formed using all
instruments having audience’s attention. The sound of the instruments either stands still or
moves above and below their middle register. But I should not delude myself. Whatever the case,
all these sonic situations are used in the piece in order to create figures that express emotional
states.

Đord̄e Markovič, „Subsurface“
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Subsurface is kind of sound investigation of area on boundaries of music („Music is inscribed
between noise and silence...“ - Jacques Attali, Noise). It deals with the sound directly, zooming
it and going slowly under the surface where small things become bigger and louder. On the one
hand it is an attempt to bring up the sonority which are present as an epiphenomenon in the
background of each music as well as everyday life; on the other hand it is a quest for the lost
silence that has become utopian.
Wingel Gilberto Pérez Mendoza, „Sueños de viento y agua“
Winter solitude in a world of one colour
the sound of the wind.
Bashō Matsuo (1644-1694)

Andrius Arutiunian, „Atomic Butterfly“
The large-scale work “Atomic Butterfly” for ensemble, live electronics and video is based on
Lithuanian town Visaginas. The town was built in 1975 as part of a newly-constructed atomic
power plant complex and was intended to host its engineers, scientists and military personnel.
Together with a few other atomic towns in the USSR, Visaginas was planned in the shape of a
butterfly – four reactors of the power plant would be represented by four sectors or “wings” of the
town. Each of these sectors were supposed to house atomic power plant workers, most of whom
were brought from other parts of the USSR. Because of this, Visaginas has a very mixed ethnic
constitution, as well as a high concentration of engineers, scientists and other professionals. Due
to its nuclear character, the town was a highly militarised zone up until the 1990’s.
Though the town was to become a model urban settlement, the planned construction of the
town was never finished; only two sectors of the town were built and the butterfly structure
remains half-complete. After the Lithuanian independence, the atomic plant was shut down
due to ecological security concerns. In the last decade, the city population has begun to shrink
dramatically. This unresolvedness embedded in the town’s consciousness forms the main narrative
arch in Atomic Butterfly.
The piece uses archival audio-visual footage from 1970’s showing the construction of the power
plant and the town, and the daily life of Visaginas and its inhabitants. This footage is mainly
taken from propaganda films about Visaginas which had a strong political agenda to present
the effects of urbanization and industrialization in a positive light. The images are reconstructed
and recomposed, exposing their visual qualities and focusing on the camera movement as well
as peripheral details and shots. This decentring of the images underlines and deconstructs the
messages visually encoded into them.
The recomposed footage is coupled with text material constructed from various found texts, such
as retold memories from Visaginas’ inhabitants about their life in the town, as well as excerpts
from texts on utopian cities and architecture. These are all seamlessly mixed in a continuous
narrative which forms a dialogue with the archival images and audio-visual footage.
This material is then sampled and triggered live, forming a counterpoint with the instrumental
parts. Each instrumentalist has her/his own autonomous harmonic and rhythmic enclaves which
often come together - harmonies dissolve into one another with the musicians tracing the speed
and directions of the visual projection. The intention was to create a space in which ideas of
belonging, identity and reimagining futures can all coexist within one musical language but in
many musical speeches.
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